Introduction
Many biochemical and industrial processes can be represented graphically as networks of simultaneously occurring chemical reactions. Under simplifying assumptions such spatially homogeneity and mass action kinetics, the dynamical behavior of these chemical reaction networks can be modeled mathematically by systems of autonomous polynomial ordinary differential equations known as mass action systems.
Motivated by the growth of systems biology, there has been significant recent interest in characterizing the long-term and steady state properties of such systems. A recent addition to this field has been the study of generalized chemical reaction networks, which was introduced by Müller and Regensburger in [19] . A generalized chemical reaction network is given by a chemical reaction network together with an additional set of vertices which are in one-to-one correspondence with the vertices of the original network. The dynamics of these generalized networks are then given by a generalized mass action system, where the first set of vertices controls the stoichiometry of the system (i.e. the reaction vectors), and the second set controls the kinetic rates (i.e. the reaction monomials). For example, consider the generalized network
where the dotted lines denote the correspondence between the stoichiometric vertices and the kinetic vertices. The dynamic formulation of the corresponding generalized mass action system is the same as for a regular one except that we substitute the monomial x 2 2 corresponding to 2X 2 in the place of the monomial x 2 corresponding to X 2 . Although the theoretical study of generalized systems is in its early stages, several substantial results are known, including results sufficient to guarantee the existence of "complex-balancedlike" steady states, and results guaranteeing the uniqueness of such states within stoichiometric compatibility classes [18, 19] .
It was noted by Johnston in [11] that dynamical and steady state properties of classical mass action systems can often be determined by first making a suitable correspondence with a generalized mass action system. For example, consider the regular network
Despite the difference in appearance and network structure between (1) and (2) , it can be easily verified that they share the same governing set of differential equations. Johnston introduced a correspondence process called network translation and was able to identify two subcategories: proper translations and improper translations. A translation is said to be proper if there is a one-to-one correspondence between the source vertices of the original network and those of the translated network; otherwise, it is said to be improper. For proper translations, the original and generalized systems are known to be dynamically equivalent (Lemma 2, [11] ) while for improper translations supplemental conditions are known which allow rate constants to be selected so that the original and generalized systems share the same steady states (Lemma 4, [11] ). Johnston also gave conditions which are sufficient to guarantee the existence of toric steady states as introduced by Pérez Millán et al. in [17] (Theorem 5, [11] ). The method of network translation has since been applied to characterize the steady states of processive multisite phosphorylation networks by Conradi and Shiu in [2] . Two important questions were left open in [11] which we address in the current work:
(Q1) Given an improper translation, are there sufficient conditions on the structure of the translated reaction graph alone which guarantee steady state equivalence of the original and translated systems?
While sufficient conditions were given in [11] for guaranteeing steady state equivalence of the two systems, the conditions depended upon an algebraic combination of rate constants which may be difficult to compute in practice. In Section 3, we improve upon this result by presenting conditions on the translated reaction graph alone which are sufficient to guarantee such a correspondence can be made (Theorem 3.1). This is in keeping with the general flavor of so-called chemical reaction network theory (CRNT) which has placed considerable emphasis on dynamical results which follow from properties of the underlying network structure. After answering (Q1), we consider the following more fundamental question:
(Q2) Given a mass action system, can we algorithmically determine the structure underlying a generalized system which is either dynamically or steady state equivalent to the original system?
It was noted in [11] that, in practice, we do not have the structure of the translated network give to us; rather we must find it. Even for networks of only moderate size, computing this structure by hand alone can be extremely difficult. While an algorithm for constructing translations was presented in [11] , it was not directly amenable to computational implementation as it required a full enumeration of all possible cyclic combinations of reactions on the network's stoichiometric generators. There was also no guarantee that the translation would satisfiy desirable network properties such as being weakly reversible or having a low deficiency.
In Section 4, we recast this fundamental question as a mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) problem. This framework has been previously used within CRNT to determine dynamically equivalent and linearly conjugate network structures in the papers of Szederkényi and various collaborators in [12] [13] [14] 20, [23] [24] [25] [26] . The algorithm we present here is capable of determining the structure of the translated chemical reaction network, ensuring steady state equivalence may be made in accordance with Theorem 3.1, and also guaranteeing weak reversibility and a minimal deficiency is attained according to the results of [13, 14] . In Section 5, we apply the computational algorithm to a pair of models drawn from the mathematical biochemistry literature to determine a generalized mass action system with the same steady states [3, 15, 22] .
Background
In this section, we present the required background information on CRNT in both the classical and generalized setting.
Chemical Reaction Networks
The central object of study in this paper is the following. Definition 2.1. A chemical reaction network is a triple N = (S, C, R) where:
1. The species set S = {X 1 , . . . , X n } consists of the individual (chemical) species X i capable of undergoing chemical change.
2. The complex set C = {C 1 , . . . , C m } consists of linear combinations of the species, i.e. terms of the form C j = It is natural to interpret chemical reaction networks as directed graphs G(V, E) where the vertex set is given by the complexes (i.e. V = C) and the edge set is given by the reactions (i.e. E = R). Two complexes C i and C j are said to be connected if there is a sequence of complexes such that C i = C ν(1) ↔ C ν(2) ↔ · · · ↔ C ν(l) = C j where C ↔ C if C → C or C → C. If there is such a chain where all the reactions are of the form C → C , we say there is a path from C i to C j . The maximal sets of connected complexes are called linkage classes and are denoted L = (L 1 , . . . , L ) where = |L|. Two complexes C i and C j are said to be strongly connected if, given a path from C i to C j , there is a path from C j to C i . The maximal sets of strongly connected complexes are called a strong linkage classes. A network is said to be weakly reversible if the linkage classes and strong linkage classes coincide.
To each reaction C i → C j we associate the reaction vector y j − y i ∈ Z n which keeps track of the change in the number of each species as a result of the reaction. The span of the reaction vectors is called the stoichiometric subspace and is denoted S = span {y j − y i | (i, j) ∈ R}. The dimension of the stoichiometric subspace is denoted s = dim(S).
A network parameter which has been particularly well studied in the literature is the deficiency [4] [5] [6] [7] 10] .
Definition 2.2. The deficiency of a chemical reaction network N = (S, C, R) is given by
where m is the number of stoichiometrically distinct complexes (i.e. m = |C|), is the number of linkage classes (i.e. = |L|), and s is the dimension of the stoichiometric subspace (i.e. s = dim(S)).
Reaction-Weighted Networks and Mass Action Systems
A common kinetic assumption for chemical reaction networks is mass action kinetics, which states that the rate of a reaction is proportional to the product of the concentrations of the reacting species. For instance, if a reaction C i → C j has the form X 1 + X 2 → · · · , then the associated rate function would be
where k(i, j) > 0 is the rate constant (i.e. proportionality constant) of the reaction. Other kinetic assumptions are also frequently used, especially in the mathematical biochemistry literature, including Michaelis-Menten kinetics [16] and Hill kinetics [9] . It is therefore natural to associate to every reaction (i, j) ∈ R a reaction-weight k(i, j) > 0. We formally define the following. Definition 2.3. Suppose N = (S, C, R) is a chemical reaction network. We will say that K = {k(i, j) | i, j ∈ C} is a reaction-weight set if k(i, j) > 0 if (i, j) ∈ R and k(i, j) = 0 if (i, j) ∈ R. We further define the reaction-weighted chemical reaction network associated with N and K to be N (K) = (S, C, R, K).
It is common to incorporate the reaction-weights k(i, j) into the reaction graph as edge weights. This gives rise to an edge-weighted reaction graph G(V, E(K)). For instance, we write
for the unweighted and weighted reaction graphs of N , respectively. Defining x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) ∈ R n ≥0 to be the vector of species concentrations, the mass action system corresponding to a reaction-weighted chemical reaction network N (K) = (S, C, R, K) is given by the system of ordinary differential equations
where
is the matrix with columns Y ·,i = y i .
2. The kinetic or Kirchhoff matrix A(K) ∈ R m×m is the matrix with entries
for i, j = 1, . . . , m.
The mass action vector
It is known that trajectories of any mass action system are restricted to stoichiometric compatibility classes
Remark 2.3. Note that A(K) explicitly relates the topology of the weighted reaction graph to the dynamics. In particular, an off-diagonal element [A(K)] i,j is non-zero if and only if there is a reaction in the network from C j to C i . Remark 2.4. It is tempting to automatically correspond reaction-weighted networks (S, C, R, K) with mass action systems (3). The theory developed in Section 3, however, will necessitate the construction of reactionweighted chemical reaction networks which do not have meaningful interpretations as mass action systems. We will use the notation B to denote reaction-weight sets which do not necessarily correspond to the kinetic rate constants in a corresponding mass action system.
Generalized Chemical Reaction Networks
An alternative to mass action kinetics is power-law formalism, where the powers of the kinetic terms in the governing equations (3) are allowed to take (potentially non-integer) powers which are not necessarily implied by the stoichiometry of the network [21] . A recent graph-based extension of this is the concept of a generalized chemical reaction network [19] . Definition 2.4. A generalized chemical reaction network N = (S, C, C K , R) is a chemical reaction network (S, C, R) together with a set of kinetic complexes C K which are in one-to-one correspondence with the elements of C.
When permitted by space, we denote the correspondence between the stoichiometric and kinetic complexes with dotted lines. For example, we write
to imply that the stoichiometric complex C 1 = X 1 is associated with the kinetic complex (C K ) 1 = 7X 1 + X 2 and that the stoichiometric complex C 2 = X 2 + X 3 is associated with the kinetic complex (C K ) 2 = X 3 . We define properties of the reaction graph (S, C, R) as we do for a standard reaction network. For example, this network has the stoichiometric subspace S = span{(−1, 1, 1)} and δ = 0. A reaction graph for (S, C K , R) can also be defined. We do this by substituting the kinetic complexes for the stoichiometric complexes. For the example network (5), we have
We define the kinetic-order subspace S K and the kinetic-order deficiency δ K as the corresponding quantities for the reaction graph of (S, C K , R). For this example, we have S K = span{(−7, −1, 1)} and δ K = 0. Given a reaction-weight set K, we define the generalized reaction-weighted chemical reaction network associated with N and K to be N (K) = (S, C, C K , R, K). The generalized mass action system corresponding to N (K) is given by
In other words, a generalized mass action is the mass action system (3) with the monomials x yi replaced by the monomials x (y K )i . For example, given the reaction-weight set K = {k(1, 2), k(2, 1)}, the generalized mass action system corresponding to the network (5) is
Notice that the stoichiometry of the network comes from the stoichiometric complexes C but the monomials come from the kinetic complexes C K . Results regarding the existence and location of steady states of generalized mass action systems are contained in [18, 19] but will not be summarized here.
Kinetically-Relevant Complexes
It is possible for a source complex to appear in the network N (K) but not appear in the corresponding mass action system. For example, consider the network
For
. For the theory developed in Section 3 we will be interested only in those complexes for which the coefficients of the corresponding monomials x yi or x (y K )i do not vanish in (3) or (6) . We therefore introduce the following.
Definition 2.5. Consider a regular or generalized reaction-weighted chemical reaction network (N (K) = (S, C, R, K) or N (K) = (S, C, C K , R, K), respectively). We define the kinetically-relevant complexes of N (K), C(K) ⊆ C, to be the set of i = 1, . . . , m, such that
Note that C(K) may depend upon both the structure of N (K) and the reaction-weighting set K. For example, in (7) we have C(K) = {1, 3} if we choose k(1, 2) = k(2, 1) = k(2, 3) = k(3, 2) = 1; however, we have C(K) = {1, 2, 3} if we choose k(1, 2) = k(2, 1) = k(3, 2) = 1 and k(2, 3) = 2.
Reaction-Weighted Translated Chemical Reaction Networks
It was observed in [11] that mass action systems (3) may have related representations as generalized mass action systems (6) . In cases where the network underlying the generalized mass action system is better structured (e.g. weakly reversible, lower deficiency, etc.) it may be beneficial to analyze the generalized system rather than the classical one. Consider the following example.
Example 1: Consider the reaction-weighted chemical reaction network N (K) = (S, C, R, K) and the reactionweighted generalized chemical reaction networkÑ (K) = (S,C,C K ,R,K) given respectively by:
It can be easily verified by expanding (3) or (6), respectively, that the mass action systems correponding to N (K) and the generalized mass action systems corresponding toÑ (K) are identical if we take k 1 =k 1 , k 2 =k 2 , and k 3 =k 3 .
It was noted in [11] that the process of corresponding N (K) toÑ (K) can be visualized by "translating" the complexes of each reaction. For this example, we have
Notice that this process does not change the reaction vectors, and that we may preserve the monomials in (3) by associating the reactant complexes of the original reactions as the kinetic complexes of the new ones (e.g. associate X 1 (left) as the kinetic complex of ∅ (right), etc.). If we transfer the reaction-weights with the reactions, we arrive at the generalized reaction-weighted network in (9) . Notice thatÑ (K) is weakly reversible while N (K) is not. This will be one of our primary network properties when understanding "better" versus "poorer" structure.
A further class of systems for which (3) and (6) do not coincide but for which the steady states are identical was also identified in [11] (see Example 2 in Section 3.2). We introduce the following. Definition 3.1. Let N (K) = (S, C, R, K) denote a reaction-weighted chemical reaction network with corresponding mass action system (3) andÑ (K) = (S,C,C K ,R,K) denote a generalized reaction-weighted chemical reaction network with corresponding generalized mass action system (6). We will say that N (K) andÑ (K) are:
1. dynamically equivalent if (3) and (6) coincide; and 2. steady state equivalent if (3) and (6) have the same steady states.
We can see that the reaction-weighted networks in (9) of Example 1 are dynamically equivalent.
The author of [11] called the process outlined in (10) network translation. In this paper, we adopt a modified definition of network translation which explicitly takes reaction-weights into account. 1. There is a surjection h : C(K) →C(B) such that, for every i ∈ C(K), there are values λ(i, j ) ≥ 0, satisfying:
There is an injection
The process of finding a generalized networkÑ which is a reaction-weighted translation of N is called reaction-weighted network translation.
To interpret Definition 3.2, we notice that if we sum property 1(c) over i ∈ C(K) such that h(i) = i then we have
That is, we may interpret property 1. as allowing us to shift reactant complexes in complex space so long as we maintain the net flux out of each kinetically-relevant complex in the translation. The technical conditions of property 1. guarantee that each translated complex has its flux represented in the networkÑ (B) which may not be guaranteed by (11) alone due to cancellation. Property 2. requires that we preserve the original source complex as the kinetic complex of the corresponding complex in the translation. The resulting reaction-weighted translated chemical reaction network draws its kinetic complexes from the source complexes of the original network, but may have a significantly different reaction graph.
Example 1:
We make the assignments
We can then satisfy the requirements on h and h K given in Definition 3.2 by taking h(1)
). The conditions of property 1. may be satisfied by takingb(1, 2) = λ(1, 2) = k 1 ,b(2, 3) = λ(2, 3) = k 2 , andb(3, 1) = λ(3, 1) = k 3 , and we are done.
Remark 3.1. Following the conventions of [11] , we will distinguish objects and sets related to translations with the tilde notation (·), e.g.L ∈L for linkage classes,m = |C| for the number of complexes, etc. In particular, we will denote the structural and kinetic deficiencies of translations byδ andδ K , respectively, and denote the kinetic-order subspace byS K . Wherever possible, we will distinguish the indices of the translated complexes by primes, e.g. i , j = 1, . . . ,m, (i , j ) ∈R, etc. We note that this notation differs from that used in [19] for generalized chemical reaction networks.
Remark 3.2. In general, the reaction-weighting setB in Definition 3.2 consists of computational constructs which do not necessarily correspond to the reaction-weights for any meaningful generalized mass action system. We will reserve the symbolK for reaction-weighting sets for which the reaction-weighted generalized networkÑ (K) is either dynamically or steady state equivalent to the original reaction-weighted network N (K).
The stoichiometric and kinetic-order subspacesS andS K for translated chemical reaction networks are characterized by the following result.
Lemma 3.1 (Lemma 1, [11] ). SupposeÑ (B) = (S,C,C K ,R,B) is a reaction-weighted translation of a reaction-weighted chemical reaction network N (K) = (S, C, R, K). Then, ifÑ is weakly reversible, the stoichiometric subspaces S of N andS ofÑ coincide and the kinetic-order subspaceS K ofÑ is given bỹ
whereL θ , θ = 1, . . . ,˜ , are the linkage classes ofÑ .
Proof. The result follows from the proof of Lemma 1 in [11] and the fact that, since the network is weakly reversible, the kinetic and stoichiometric subspaces ofÑ coincide by Corollary 1 of [8] . (Note here that we define the kinetic subspace as in [8] and that this is not the same object as the kinetic-order subspacẽ S K .)
Proper Reaction-Weighted Translations
An important subset of reaction-weighted translations is the following, which is modified from Definition 7 in [11] to accommodate reaction-weights. That is, a reaction-weighted translation is proper if every kinetically-relevant complex in N (K) corresponds to exactly one kinetically-relevant complex inÑ (B). Notice that, ifÑ is proper, properties 1(a − c) in Definition 3.2 and (11) are equivalent. For proper translations, we also have h K = h −1 . The following result is modified from a result proved in [11] . Proof. The result follows immediately from the proof of Lemma 2 in [11] , the observation that properties 1(a − c) in Definition 3.2 and (11) coincide for proper translations, and Definition 3.1.
Example 1: It can be easily seen that the translation scheme (10) in Example 1 results in a proper translation (9) for any reaction-weightings k 1 , k 2 , and k 3 . It was previously noted that the two reaction-weighted networks have the same dynamics. This is consistent with the application of Lemma 3.2.
Improper Reaction-Weighted Translations
It was noted in [11] that any generalized mass action system (6) corresponding to an improper reactionweighted translationÑ (B) = (S,C,C K ,R,B) must necessarily differ from the mass action system (3) corresponding to the original network N (K) = (S, C, R, K). A result analogous to Lemma 3.2 is therefore not possible. Nevertheless, conditions were given in [11] under which a rescaled reaction-weighting setK could be constructed so that N (K) andÑ (K) shared the same steady state set. Consider the following example.
Example 2: Consider the reaction-weighted chemical reaction network N (K) with reaction-weight set K = {k i > 0 | i = 1, . . . , 14} corresponding to the reactions as labeled:
The translated networkÑ (B) is improper since the source complexes X 3 + X 7 and X 1 + X 7 are both translated to X 1 + X 2 + X 3 + X 7 but we may only keep one as the corresponding kinetic complex. Notice that, regardless of the choice of kinetic complex corresponding to X 1 + X 2 + X 3 + X 7 , the generalized system (6) corresponding to (15) is not dynamically equivalent to the system (3) corresponding to (13) .
It was shown in [11] that, if we choose X 3 + X 7 as the kinetic complex of the stoichiometric complex X 1 + X 2 + X 3 + X 7 , the reaction-weighted networks N (K) andÑ (K) given in (13) and (15), respectively, are steady state equivalent fork i = k i , i = 1, . . . , 14, i = 12, and
In other words, the systems (3) and (6) coincide at steady state after a rescaling of the rate parameter k 12 . Notice importantly that the setK does not satisfy (11), and that substituting the setB in (6) does not produce a system which is steady state equivalent with (3). That is, while corresponding to the same network structure, the reaction-weight setsK andB serve distinct and non-interchangeable functions.
Algebraic conditions on the reaction-weight setB which are sufficient to guarantee such a rescaling can be made were derived in [11] . The conditions were called resolvability conditions, which we do not reproduce here (some details are contained in Appendix A). Instead, we consider the following broader definition.
denote an improper reaction-weighted translation of the reactionweighted chemical reaction network N (K) = (S, C, R, K). We will say that N (K) andÑ (B) are steady state resolvable if there is a reaction-weight setK such that N (K) andÑ (K) are steady state equivalent.
Example 2:
We can see that the reaction-weighted networks N (K) andÑ (B) are steady state resolvable since a reaction-weight setK with the same structure asB may be selected so that N (K) andÑ (K) are steady state equivalent.
Sufficient Conditions for Steady State Resolvability
In this section, we consider the following problem: given a reaction-weighted chemical reaction network N (K) and a translationÑ (B), are there sufficient conditions on the reaction graph of the translation alone which guarantee thatÑ (B) is steady state resolvable with N (K)? This approach differs from that taken in [11] , where the resolvability conditions were algebraic in nature. We will answer the question affirmatively with Theorem 3.1. We will use Example 2 introduced in Section 3.2 as a running example.
We begin by introducing the following definitions.
is a reaction-weighted improper translation of a reactionweighted chemical reaction network N (K) = (S, C, R, K). Then:
1. The improper complex setC I ⊆C(B) is given bỹ
3. The improper subspaceS I ofÑ (B) is given bỹ
Note that the definition of the improper subspaceS I differs notationally from the corresponding definition in [11] (Definition 9). It can easily be checked that the two definitions are equivalent.
Example 2: Consider the reaction-weighted network N (K) given by (13) and the generalized reactionweighted network given byÑ (B). We index the complexes of N (K) according to:
and the complexes ofÑ (B) according to:
We furthermore index the kinetic complex setC K according to:
Notice that we have chosen (
Since we have h(6) = 6 and h(8) = 6, it follows by (17), (18), and (19) , that
The relationship between the kinetic-order subspaceS K and the improper subspaceS I was shown in [11] to be crucial to obtaining steady state resolvability ofÑ (B). We omit the algebraic details here. We instead introduce the following. (The connection between these definitions and conditions to resolvability as defined in [11] is contained in Appendix A.) Definition 3.6. LetÑ (B) = (S,C,C K ,R,B) be an improper reaction-weighted translation of a reactionweighted chemical reaction network N (K) = (S, C, R, K). Suppose furthermore thatÑ is weakly reversible and thatS I ⊆S K . Then we sayC R ⊆C(B) is a resolving complex set ofÑ (B) if, for every i, j ∈ h −1 (k ) where k ∈C I , there is a set of constants c(i , j ), i , j = 1, . . . ,m, i < j , such that:
2. c(i , j ) = 0 implies i , j ∈L θ for some linkage classL θ ofÑ (B); and
Example 2: Notice that we have
It follows that we may satisfy condition 1. of Definition 3.6 by choosing c(1, 3) = 1 and c(i , j ) for all other i , j = 1, . . . , 8. We may therefore takeC R = {1, 3} as our resolving constant set. Intuitively, at steady state we may "resolve" the competition between the two complexes translated tõ C 6 by appealing to the resolving kinetic complexes (C K ) 1 = X 1 and (C K ) 3 = X 3 . Rearranging condition (21) gives
The key insight is the monomials x 1 , x 3 , and x 3 x 7 correspond to kinetic complexes in (20) while the monomial x 1 x 7 does not. This is the monomial which needs to be "resolved" since it appears in the original equations (3) but not in the generalized equations (6).
Remark 3.3. The resolving complex setC R corresponds to the kinetic complexes which are required to related the vectors inS I to those inS K . Note thatS I ⊆S K gives a sufficient condition forC R = ∅ by Lemma 3 of [11] . Condition 2 follows from Lemma 3 of [11] and Lemma 3.2 here.
We now state the main technical result of the paper. The proof can be found in Appendix B. We also present there an alternative statement of the Theorem which may be more intuitive to some readers (Lemma 6.1). The statement presented here is more amenable to the computation procedure of Section 4.
Theorem 3.1. LetÑ (B) = (S,C,C K ,R,B) denote an improper reaction-weighted translation of a reactionweighted chemical reaction network N (K) = (S, C, R, K). Suppose thatÑ is weakly reversible,δ = 0, and S I ⊆S K . Suppose furthermore that there are complex setsC * ,C * * ⊆C, and reaction setsR * ⊆R and R * * ⊆C * * ×C * such that: Then N (K) andÑ (B) are steady state resolvable.
The conditions of Theorem 3.1 may be understood in the following way. We construct a network (S,C * ∪C * * ,R * ∪R * * ) which tracks paths from complexes inC I to complexes inC R . The four technical conditions of Theorem 3.1 guarantee that:
(1-2) We consider all possible paths which originate at complexes inC I and force them to stop if they reach a complex inC R (although they may stop earlier).
(3-4) By continuing these paths, we attempt to construct a component (i.e. linkage class) which has a unique sink. If such a component can be constructed, this sink may then be connected to the rest of the component (by a reaction inR * * ) to create a weakly reversible network.
The property of reaching a unique sink before passing through any complex inC R is key to the proof of Lemma 6.1 for guaranteeing reaction-weights exist for whichÑ (K) is steady state equivalent with N (K). The full statement of Lemma 6.1, and a proof is its equivalence to Theorem 3.1, are given in Appendix B.
Example 2: The required setsC * ,C * * ,R * , andR * * for application of Theorem 3.1 are given in Figure 1 (b). to Example 2. Highlighted are the improper complex setC I = {6} (pink) and resolving complex setC R = {1, 3} (blue). In (b), we have the network (S,C * ∪C * * ,R * ∪R * * ) whereC * = {6, 7, 8} (pink),C * * = {2}, R * = {(6, 7), (6, 8) , (7, 2) , (7, 6) , (8, 2) , (8, 6 )} (solid red arrows), andR * * = {(2, 6)} (dotted red arrow). It is clear that |C * * | = |L * | and (S,C * ∪C * * ,R * ∪R * * ) is weakly reversible. Notice thatC * does contain any complex inC R (although it is permissible to have C * * contain such a complex). Also notice that reactions inR * * need not be in the original network, nor be singletons, but that, by the construction ofC * * , they do need to originate at a sink of linkage class inL * . Sinceδ = 0, Theorem 3.1 applies so that we are guaranteed N (B) and N (K) are steady state resolvable.
Mixed-Integer Linear Programming Framework
As noted in the Section 1, when attempting to apply Definition 3.2 we do not have the network structure of the translationÑ (B) given to us; rather, we much find it. In [11] , Johnston presented a heuristic algorithm for determining network translations based on the network's decomposition in elementary flux modes. This method, however, required determining the network's stoichiometriometric generators and then enumerating all possible reaction cycles on the support of these generators. In the case of improper translations, it further required checking algebraic conditions on the network's reaction weights in order to guarantee resolvability. As such, it did not readily lend itself to computational algorithmization or implementation.
We instead adopt here the methodology introduced by Szederkényi in [23] . In that paper, the author introduced a method for determining dynamically equivalent realizations of mass action (or general polynomial) systems when the network structure of the desired realization is unknown. It was shown that the problem of determining a realization with the greatest or least number of reactions (a dense or sparse realization, respectively) could be formulated as a mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) problem. In subsequent papers, Szederkényi and various collaborators gave additional constraint sets capable of restricting to detailed and complex balanced mass action systems [24, 25] , weakly reversible mass action systems [13, 26] , and linearly conjugate mass action systems [12] [13] [14] .
In this section, we build upon this framework to correspond mass action systems to generalized mass action systems through reaction-weighted network translation. In particular, we detail the logical equivalences corresponding to Definition 3.2 and Theorem 3.1. The corresponding MILP code is contained in Appendix C. We will also need to re-iterate the results of Johnston et al. in [13] and [14] , respectively, pertaining to weak reversibility and minimizing the deficiency of realized networks.
Initialization of MILP procedure
Suppose we have a reaction-weighted chemical reaction network N (K) = (S, C, R, K) and wish to determine a reaction-weighted translationÑ (B) = (S,C,C K ,R,B). We first reorder the complexes of C so that the first q = |C(K)| complexes correspond to be kinetically-relevant complexes. We letm denote the number of potential kinetically-relevant complexesC(B). We initialize the following matrices: We note the following:
• The kinetically-relevant complexesC(B) which composeỸ need not overlap with the kineticallyrelevant complexes C(K) which compose Y as they did in [12-14, 20, 23-26] . We leave the selection of the candidate stoichiometric complexes as an avenue for future work.
• The complexes inỸ may not appear in any reaction selected by the computational algorithm and therefore may not appear inÑ (B). This is a slight abuse of convention within CRNT literature but will be allowed in the present context. It was shown in [14] that such this abuse of convention does not alter the deficiency of the network or the property of weak reversibility.
• In contrast to the results of [11] , the method presented here determines a translation for a specific set of chosen rate constants only. In particular, the reaction-weights of N (K) must be numeric rather than symbolic. The numerical procedure presented here, however, may nevertheless inform subsequent symbolic analysis.
Implementing Proper and Improper Translations
In this section, we derive the necessary logical relations to guarantee that the conditions of Definition 3.2 are satisfied. We introduce decision variables
We can accommodate (23) and (11) with the constraint set (Trl1) whereÃ(B) is the matrix with off-diagonal entries [Ã(B)] i ,j =b[j , i ], i = j , and H ∈ Z q×m is the matrix with entries H i,j = H[i, j ]. We can further restrict to proper translations by imposing the constraint set (Trl2).
In order to satisfy properties 1(a − c) of Definition 3.2, we introduce variables
We can accommodate (24) with the constraint set (Trl3) where Λ ∈ Rm ×q is the matrix with entries Λ j ,i = λ[i, j ]. Notice that this constraint set is only distinct from (Trl1) if we are allowing improper translations. Consquently, if we are interested only in proper translations, we use (Trl1) and (Trl2), and if we are interested in improper translations (or do not care which is attained) we use (Trl1) and (Trl3).
Implementing Weak Reversibility
In this section, we reiterate the results of [13] and [14] , respectively, for guaranteeing that the translation is weak reversibility and that it has the minimal structural deficiency.
In order to guaranteeÑ (B) is weakly reversible, we introduce decision variablesw
whereÃ(W) is the matrix with off-diagonal entries [Ã(W)] i ,j =w[j , i ], i = j . The matrixÃ(W) has the same structure asÃ(B) but has been scaled along its columns (for details, see [13] ). The logical requirements (25) can be accommodated by the constraint set (WR).
We now introduce decision variables capable of calculating the deficiency of a chemical reaction network. It was observed in [14] that m and s are fixed prior to the optimization begin, so that to determine the deficiency it suffices to calculate the number of linkage classes. It also follows by the well-known property δ = m − s − ≥ 0 that ≤ m − s. Since we haves = s for weakly reversible network translations by Lemma 3.1, it is sufficient to allow at most˜ =m − s linkage classes. Following [14] , we introduce decision variables
whereL θ , θ = 1, . . . ,m − s, are the (potential) linkage classes ofÑ (B). The variables γ[i , θ] keep track of which complexes are assigned to which linkage class while the variables L[θ] keep track of whether a particular linkage classes has complexes in it. It is worth noting that unused complexes in the potential complex set are assigned to their own isolated linkage classes. This is a slight abuse of chemical reaction network convention but will be allowed in the present context. It was noted in [14] that allowing isolated linkage classes does not alter the network property of weak reversibility or the value of the deficiency. The final requirement of (26) guarantees that no reaction may proceed between complexes on different linkage classes.
It was also noted in [14] that the assignment of complexes to linkage classes is not unique since any permutation of the assignment of linkage classes corresponds to the same network. This can be a significant problem for the efficiency of mixed integer programming methods. We therefore require that partition structure, if it can be found, is unique. This uniqueness requirement and (26) can be accommodated with the constraint set (Def ). (See [14] for a rigorous justification of these constraints.)
We may now find the weakly reversible reaction-weighted translated chemical reaction network with the underlying reaction network with the minimal deficiency by optimizing (MinDef ) over the constraint (Trl1), (Trl3), (WR), and (Def ). If we are only interested in proper reaction-weighted translations, we may substitute the constraint set (Trl2) in place of (Trl3).
Implementing steady state Resolvability
In this section, we develop constraint sets which guarantee that the conditions of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied for improper translations. We will divide this into the three steps.
Step 1: Determine constants c(i , j ) consistent with Definitions 3.5 and 3.6: It will not be necessary to assign decision variables to trackC I andC R specifically. We will instead build conditions which will accurately determine the constants c(i ,
To track the improper and resolving complex sets,C I andC R , we introduce the variables We can accommodate the requirements of (28) with the constraint set (Rsl1).
Step 2: (conditions (1−2) of Theorem 3.1): We introduce the decision variablesC 
We wantC * to restrict the supports ofC I andC R according to condition 1. of Theorem 3.1. We also want C * and the reaction networkR to restrictR * according to condition 2. of Theorem 3.1. We can accomplish this with the constraint set (Rsl2).
Step 3: (conditions (3 − 4) of Theorem 3.1): We introduce the decision variables 3). We can accommodate the requirements of conditions (3-4) of Theorem 3.1 with the constraint set (Rsl3). In order to limit the size of the components in (S,C * ∪C * * ,R * ∪R * * ), we can additionally optimize over (MinC).
Applications
In this section, we apply the computational methodology of Section 4 to two examples drawn from the mathematical biology literature. The first network was considered earlier as Example 2 in Section 3.2. The model was original introduced as a candidate EnvZ/OmpR signaling pathway mechanism in escherichia coli by Shinar and Feinberg in the Supporting Online Material of [22] . The model was shown to be steady state equivalent to a generalized reaction network in [11] . The second network is modified from a model of the PFK-2/FBPase-2 mechanism in mammals which was originally presented by Dasgupta et al. in [3, 15] . The application of network translation to this model is novel. All computations were performed with the GNU Linear Programming Kit (GLPK) on the author's personal use Toshiba Satellite laptop (AMD Quad-Core A6-Series APU, 6GB RAM). Full details of the computations are contained in the Supplemental Material.
Application I: EnvZ-OmpR Mechanism
Reconsider the mechanism given in Example 2 in Section 3.2. We now apply the computational process presented in Section 4. The details of the initialization are contained in the the Supplementary Material. We note here, however, that we have initialized the rate constants stochastically within the range
. . , 14, rather than chosing them to be fixed constants. The code was run 25 times, with an average time to completion of 2.788 seconds and a standard deviation of 1.4898 seconds. In each case, the algorithm successfully found the weakly reversible network translation given in Figure 1(b) . This is consistent with the translation obtained in [11] . To further check the consistency of the code, we observe that it returned the setsC I = {6},C R = {1, 3},C(6) = {6, 7, 8},R * = {(6, 7), (6, 8) , (7, 2) , (7, 6) , (8, 2) , (8, 6 )},C * * = {2}, andR * * = {(2, 6)}. This is consistent with the application of Theorem 3.1 to the reactionweighted translationÑ (B) (see Figure 1(c) ). Since the network hasδ = 0, it follows by Theorem 3.1 that the network is steady state resolvable. (Further methodology for characterizing the steady state set is contained in the Supplemental Material and in [11] .)
Application II: PFK-2/FBPase-2 Mechanism
Consider the following hypothetical PFK-2/FBPase-2 mechanism contained in Figure 2 . This model is based on one proposed in [3, 15] but differs in the reversible reaction pair C 3 C 4 which corresponds to ∅ X 3 .
Our mechanism therefore allows for inflow and outflow of Fructose 6-phosphate (F 6P ). We defer biochemical justification and analysis of this mechanism to [3, 15] . A recurring network structure for the translation was the one contained in Figure 3 (a). Note that both C 2 = X 2 and C 5 = X 2 +X 3 are translated toC 4 = X 2 +2X 3 , and both C 9 = X 7 and C 13 = X 3 +X 7 are translated toC 8 = X 3 + X 7 . The reaction-weighted translation is therefore improper. The algorithm returned the setsC I = {4, 8},C R = {1, 2},C * = {3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9},R * = {(3, 4), (4, 3), (4, 5), (5, 4), (5, 6), (6, 7), (8, 4), (8, 7), (8, 9), (8, 11) , (9, 8)},C * * = {11}, andR * * = {(11, 9)}. Notice that, even though the technical conditions of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied trivially (see Figure 3(b) ), the algorithm still constructs a weakly reversible component containingC I . Details of the computation are contained in the Supplementary Material.
Notice that we may not apply Theorem 3.1 directly since the network hasδ = 2. Nevertheless, it can shown that ker(Ỹ · A(K)) decomposes in such a way steady state equivalence may be guaranteed (see Supplementary Material). The generalized mass action system with the rate constants given in Table 1 has the same steady states as the original system. Note that, although the computational process requires numerical values for the reaction-weights, the insight gained from the process was able to guide a correspondence which can be shown to work for all reaction-weights. Table 1 : Reaction-weights for steady state equivalence of N (K) andÑ (K). 
Figure 3: In (a), we have the computationally-determined reaction-weighted translationÑ (K) for the PFK-2/FBPase-2 mechanism contained in Figure 2 . In (b), we identifyC * = {3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9} (pink),C * * = {11} (green), and the reaction setsR * (solid red arrows) andR * * = {(11, 9)} (dashed red arrow). The network (S,C * ∪C * * ,R * ∪R * * ) is clearly weakly reversible.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we have extended the theory of network translation [11] in two important ways:
(Q1) We have presented conditions which suffice to guarantee steady state resolvability of a reactionweighted network N (K) and a reaction-weighted translationÑ (B) (Theorem 3.1). Importantly, these conditions are graph theoretic in nature and do not require an enumeration over all cycles on the support of the elementary flux modes as was previously required by [11] .
(Q2) We have presented an algorithm for determining whether a reaction-weighted translation of a given chemical reaction network exists. This algorithm is implementable within the well-known MILP framework and is capable of imposing the technical conditions of Theorem 3.1. The code is contained in Appendix C.
There are numerous avenues open for future work in the study of network translations, and generalized mass action systems in general. The avenues specifically related to the work contained in this paper include:
1. Algorithmic determination of optimalỸ : The MILP algorithm presented in Section 4 requires initialization of the matrixỸ consisting of potential stoichiometric complexes in the networkÑ . Without prior intuition, a suitable choice of these complexes may not be obvious. Nevertheless, this choice set should be kept small to maintain computation efficiency. Algorithmically determining a suitable set of potential stoichiometric complexes is therefore a primary concern moving forward.
Simplifying constraint sets:
When not carefully posed, the algorithm presented in Section 4 may take significant time to complete. Numerical stability is also an issue for small values of . While this is not unexpected as MILP optimization problems are known to be NP-hard, it is nevertheless an important task to simplify the code, and the conditions underlying resolvability, in order to make the algorithm computationally tractable for larger problems.
Expansion of underlying theory:
The main result of this paper (Theorem 3.1) depends implicitly on the results regarding translations contained in [11] and those regarding generalized mass action systems contained in [19] . It is anticipated that, as these nascent theories are further developed that the applications of computational approaches such as those contained in this paper will become necessary. We present in the Supplemental Material an example which illustrates one further avenue of research regarding the theory of network translation.
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Appendix A (Resolvability)
In order to make the connection between the results of [11] , Definition 3.4, and Theorem 3.1, we briefly introduce here some background on resolvability. We begin by defining the following concept, which was introduced informally in Section 2.
Definition 6.1. Suppose N = (S, C, R) is a chemical reaction network. We say a subgraph P = {C P , R P } where C P ⊆ C and R P ⊆ R is a path from C i to C j if:
1. there is an ordering {ν(1), ν (2), . . . , ν(l)} with all ν(i), i = 1, . . . , l, distinct such that
2. C P = {ν(1), ν(2), . . . , ν(l)} ⊆ C; and 3. R P = ν(1), ν(2) , . . . , ν(l − 1), ν(l) ⊆ R.
We will let P(i, j) denote the set of all paths from C i to C j . Now consider the following.
Definition 6.2. Suppose N = (S, C, R) is a chemical reaction network. We say a subgraph T = {C T , R T } where C T ⊆ C and R T ⊆ R is a spanning i-tree on C T if:
2. T contains no directed or undirected cycles; and 3. T has a unique sink at C i .
We will let T (i) denote the set of all spanning i-trees on C T .
In general, an arbitrary subset C T ⊆ C may not permit any spanning i-trees; however, if the network is weakly reversible, there is at least one spanning i-tree on the set C T = L θ where L θ is the linkage class which contains C i . These are the components to which we will be interested in restricting. We may define the following for weakly reversible networks. Definition 6.3. Consider a reaction-weighted chemical reaction network N (K) = (S, C, R, K) which is weakly reversible. Then the tree constant for i ∈ {1, . . . , m} is given by
where T (i) is the set of spanning i-trees on the component
For example, for the network
we have
corresponding to the two spanning trees with unique sinks at C 1 :
Remark 6.1. An immediate consequence of Definition 6.2 is that, given an i-tree which spans C T , there is a unique path from every C j ∈ C T to C i . We will make use of this fact in the proofs contained in Appendix B.
Remark 6.2. We will denote the tree constants of the translated reaction-weighted networksÑ (B) = (S,C,C K ,R,B) asB i , i = 1, . . . ,m. Note also that the convention of referring to these algebraic constructs as "tree constants" is original to [11] .
Appendix B (Proof of Theorem 3.1)
Before proving Theorem 3.1, we present the following equivalent result. The result may be more intuitive to many readers. SinceS I ⊆S K , there is a non-empty resolving complex setC R according to Definition 3.6. LetB i , i = 1, . . . ,m, denote the tree constants (32) corresponding to the reaction-weighted reaction graph ofÑ (B). Consider any pair i, j ∈ h −1 (k ) where k ∈C I , and define the ratios
where the final decomposition into linkage classes can be made by condition 1(b) of Definition 3.6. We will show that the (33) does not depend on any rate constant from any complex in the setC I .
Fix a θ ∈ {1, . . . ,˜ } such thatC R ∩L θ = ∅. Notice that condition 1(b) of Definition 3.6 implies that there are at least two i , j ∈C R ∩L θ such that j = i . We consider two cases.
Case 1: SupposeC I ∩L θ = ∅. Since the spanning i-trees only spanL θ , it follows that for any p ∈C I we have that
does not depend on any reaction from any p ∈C I .
Case 2:
Suppose there is an p ∈C I ∩L θ . By assumption 2. of Lemma 6.1, there is a k ∈L θ such that, for every pathP = {CP ,RP } from p to i we have k ∈CP . LetP(p , k ) andP(k , i ) denote the set of all paths from p to k and from k to i , respectively. Now definẽ
That is to say,C(p , k ) andR(p , k ) are the set of all complexes and reactions, respectively, which are on a path from p to k .
LetT (p , k ) denote the set of all k -trees which spanC(p , k ). Note that every path from a complex iñ C(p , k ) to i goes through k , and that no path from k to i passes throughC(p , k ) (since it would return to k ). It follows that we may write anyT ∈T (i ) as
whereT * ∈T (p , k ),P * ∈P(k , i ), andX * ∈X (P * ), whereX (P * ) the set of configuration of reactions which, for a given pathP * ∈P(k , i ), connect the remaining complexes inL θ to eitherP * orT * . That is to say, we constructT ∈T (i ) by first selecting a k -tree on the reduced complex setC(p , k ) (i.e.T * ), then connecting k to i with a direct path (i.e.P * ), and then connecting the remaining complexes to this structure (i.e.X * ). Notice thatT * andP * may be chosen independently, and thatX * depends on the chosen pathP * but not on the treeT * . We now constructB i by considering all possible treesT ∈T (i ) constructed by (35). We have that
Now consider any j ∈C R ∩L θ , j = i . Noting that every path from p to j also goes through k , we havẽ
(37) Note that in (36), the arrangementsX (P * ) depend on the pathsP * ∈P(k , i ) while in (37), they depend on the pathsP * ∈P(k , j ). It is important, however, that neither depends on any reaction from a complex inC(p , k ) (the support ofT * in both cases). After simplifying, it follows from (36) and (37) that we havẽ
which does not depend on any complex inC(p , k ), and therefore does not depend on p . Since p ∈C I ∩L θ was chosen arbitrarily, it follows that (34) does not depend on any reaction from p ∈C I . Now consider an arbitrary pair i, j ∈ h −1 (k ) where k ∈C I . Applying the result of either case 1 of case 2 to (34), we have thatB i,j does not depend on any reaction from any p ∈C I .
It remains to connect the form (33) to steady state resolvability as defined by Definition 3.4. We make the following notes regarding the relationship between the definitions given in this paper, and Definition 6, Definition 10, Definition 11, and Lemma 4 in [11]:
1. Definition 6 (translation) and Definition 10 (resolvability) in [11] emphasize the translation of individual reactions, whereas the definitions here emphasize the net flux out of a given source complex given a particular reaction-weight set. Nevertheless, we can clearly see that (33) not depending on any reaction from any complex inC I is sufficient to imply it does not depend on any reaction from the set required of Definition 10 in [11] . It follows that a translation satisfying the conditions of Lemma 6.1 is resolvable as defined by Definition 10 of [11] .
2. Definition 11 (construction of reweighted network) assigns reaction weights by arbitrarily selecting a single complex i
For all reactions from this complex, the rate constants remain the same. For every other source complex i ∈ h −1 (k ), the reaction is scaled by a factor of the form (33). Since the network is resolvable by Definition 10 of ( [11] ), property 1. of Definition 3.2 guarantees we may rescale rate constants in the same way to constructÑ (K) without altering the network structure ofÑ (B). (Notice that condition (11) is not sufficient to accomplish this by itself, as reactions may sum to zero in (11) when they are reweighted. That is, in general we need the full conditions of property 1. of Definition 3.2.) 3. SinceÑ (B) and theÑ (K) constructed by Definition 10 of [11] have the same network structure and δ = 0, it follows from Lemma 4 of [11] that the mass action system (3) corresponding to N (K) and the generalized mass action system (6) corresponding toÑ (K) have the same steady states. That is to say, N (K) andÑ (B) are steady state resolvable, and we are done.
We now prove the main result of the paper, Theorem 3.1.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. It is sufficient to prove the equivalence of the technical condition ( * ) of Lemma 6.1 and the four technical conditions of Theorem 3.1.
Lemma 6.1 =⇒ Theorem 3.1: Suppose condition ( * ) of Lemma 6.1 holds. That is, for every p ∈C I , there is a k ∈C such that every path from p to a i ∈C R goes through k . For a given p ∈C I , define k (p ) to be the corresponding k and defineC * (p ) to be the set of all complexes inC which can be reached from p without passing through k (p ). Note that, by assumption,C
By construction, these sets satisfy conditions 1. and 2. of Theorem 3.1. We now construct the supplemental setsC * * andR * * . Notice thatC * * may contain complexes k selected earlier but that there must be a path from such a complex to another k . We therefore definẽ
We also defineR * * to be the set of all pairs (k , p ) where (1) k ∈C * * , and (2) for a given k , p ∈C I is such that there is a path from p to k in the network (S,C * ∪C * * ,R * ). Notice that these pairs need not be in the networkÑ (B).
By construction, each linkage class of (S,C * ∪C * * ,R * ) has a unique sink. (Otherwise, we would contradict condition 2. of Lemma 6.1.) The addition of the reaction setR * * clearly makes this network weakly reversible so that we have satisfied condition 3. of Theorem 3.1. Condition 4. follows from the uniqueness of the sinks in each linkage class prior to addingR * * , since these sinks correspond to complexes inC * * , and we are done.
Theorem 3.1 =⇒ Lemma 6.1: Suppose that there are setsC * ,R * ,C * * , andR * * which satisfy conditions 1 − 4. of Theorem 3.1. Take an arbitrary p ∈C I . By condition 1. of Theorem 3.1, we have that p ∈C * . By condition 3. and 4., we have that the each linkage class of the network (S,C * ∪C * * ,R * ) has a unique sink at some complex inC * * . From condition 2., however, we have that every path from p to this complex inÑ (B) is contained in (S,C * ∪C * * ,R * ). SinceC * ∪C R = ∅ by condition 1., we have that for every p ∈C I there is a k ∈C (the identified element inC * * ) such that every path from p to any complex inC R goes through k . It follows that condition ( * ) of Lemma 6.1 is satisfied, and we are done.
Appendix C (Code for Section 4)
The following code corresponds to that derived in Section 4. We derive the code into four sections: parameters, decision variables, objective functions, and constraint sets. 
Parameters:
Decision variables:
Objective functions:
Constraint Sets: In this Supplemental Material, we provide detailed analysis of the applications contained in Section 5 of the main text. We present a more detailed overview of the application of Lemma 6.1 and Theorem 3.1 and elaborate on the mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) algorithm presented in Section 4. We conclude with an example which presents an avenue for continued research into improper translations.
Computations were performed with the GNU Linear Programming Kit (GLPK) on the author's personal use Toshiba Satellite laptop (AMD Quad-Core A6-Series APU, 6GB RAM). The corresponding MathProg code is contained in a separate file. Unless otherwise indicated, references to Definitions, Lemmas, and Theorems are from the main text. 1 
Application I: EnvZ-OmpR Mechanism
Consider the following reaction-weighted chemical reaction network N (K) = (S, C, R, K) with reaction-weight set K = {k i > 0 | i = 1, . . . , 14}:
(1)
This network corresponds to a hypothetical mechanism for the EnvZ/OmpR signaling system in Escherichia coli which was introduced by Shinar and Feinberg in the Supporting Online Material of [7] (with X = EnvZ and Y = OmpR). The corresponding mass action system was shown to possess absolute concentration robustness in the concentration of phosphorylated OmpR, Y p . The model was furthermore analyzed by Pérez Millán et al. in [6] , where it was shown to have toric steady states for all reaction-weights.
The model was also a primary example of network translation by Johnston in [4] . In the supplemental material of that paper, it was shown that, with the indexing
the network could be corresponded by the translation scheme
to the following weakly reversible generalized chemical reaction networkÑ (B), with reaction weight setB = {b i = k i | i = 1, . . . , 14}:
It was shown in [4] that the steady states of the mass action equations corresponding to (1) and the generalized mass action equations corresponding to (3) coincide for the reaction weight setK withk i = k i , i = 1, . . . , 14, i = 12, and
Note that this set does not correspond to the reaction-weight setB consistent with Definition 3.2 and (3). In situations where the translation is improper but steady state resolvable, it is a scaling of these rate constants which produces the steady state equivalent generalized networkÑ (K).
For completeness, we re-iterate here the analysis summarized in the main text. We start by re-indexing the complexes in (1) and (3). We index the complex set C according to:
the translated complex setC according to:
and the translated kinetic complex setC K according to:
The corresponding network structures are given by Figure 1 (a) and (b), respectively. Notice first of all that C 6 = X 3 + X 7 and C 8 = X 1 + X 7 are both translated tõ C 6 = X 1 + X 2 + X 3 + X 7 by (2) but only X 3 + X 7 appears as a kinetic complex (specifically (C K ) 6 = X 3 + X 7 ). It follows that the translation is improper and, specifically, that h(6) = 6 and h(8) = 6. In accordance with Definition 3.5, we have:C I = {6}, h −1 (6) = {6, 8},
To determine the resolving complex setC R according to Definition 3.6, we consider h −1 (6) = {6, 8}. We can see that computationally-determined translationÑ (B) (3). In (c), we identify the improper complex setC I (pink) and a resolving complex setC R (blue) which has the property that every path (red arrow) from an element ofC I to an element of C R passes through the common complexC 2 (green). That is, the network satisfies the technical assumptions of Lemma 6.1. In (d), we identify the setsC * = {6, 7, 8} (pink),C * * = {2} (green),R * = {(6, 7), (6, 8) , (7, 2) , (7, 6) , (8, 2) , (8, 6 )} (solid red arrows), andR * * = {(2, 6)} (dashed red arrow). It is clear that the subnetwork (S,C * ∪C * * ,R * ∪R * * ) is weakly reversible. It follows that the network satisfies the technical conditions of Theorem 3.1.
We may therefore choose c(1, 3) = 1 and c(i , j ) = 0 for all other i , j = 1, . . . , 8, so thatC R = {1, 3} is our resolving complex set.
Notice that (6) is equivalent to the identity
That is we are able to relate the untranslated monomial x 1 x 7 to x 1 , x 3 , and x 3 x 7 , all of which correspond to kinetic complexes in the set (5). We may therefore think of any reaction corresponding to x 1 x 7 as a reaction from source x 3 x 7 with the additional state dependent rate x 1 /x 3 . It can be checked that the mass action system corresponding to (1) and the generalized mass action system corresponding to (3) differ in only the monomials k 12 x 1 x 7 andk 12 x 3 x 7 . It was shown in [4] that at any steady state of the generalized mass action system corresponding to (3) we have
so that we may "resolve" the state dependent term to get
This gives an explicit equation in the undetermined rate constantk 12 which can be solved for directly to get (4). We now apply Lemma 6.1 (see Figure 1(a) ). We identify the set of paths from the improper complexC 6 (pink) to the resolving complexesC 1 andC 3 (blue). The relevant pathsP = {CP ,RP } (red arrows) are given as follows:
(1)P = {CP ,RP } withCP = {1, 2, 6, 7},RP = {(2, 1), (6, 7), (7, 2)} (2)P = {CP ,RP } withCP = {1, 2, 6, 8},RP = {(2, 1), (6, 8) , (8, 2)} (3)P = {CP ,RP } withCP = {2, 3, 6, 7},RP = {(2, 3), (6, 7), (7, 2)} (4)P = {CP ,RP } withCP = {2, 3, 6, 8},RP = {(2, 3), (6, 8) , (8, 2)}.
We can see that {2} ⊂CP for all such paths, so that every path goes throughC 2 . It follows that we haveC k =C 2 (green) and, sinceδ = 0, it follows by Lemma 6.1 thatÑ (B) and N (K) are steady state resolvable.
We now apply Theorem 3.1 (see Figure 1(d) ). Consider the network (S,C * ∪ C * * ,R * ∪R * * ) whereC * = {6, 7, 8} (pink),C * * = {2} (green),R * = {(6, 7), (6, 8), (7, 2) , (7, 6) , (8, 2) , (8, 6 )} (solid red arrows), andR * * = {(2, 6)} (dashed red arrows). It is clear that |C * * | = |L * | and that (S,C * ∪C * * ,R * ∪R * * ) is weakly reversible. Notice thatC * does contain any complex inC R (although it is permissible to have C * * contain such a complex). Also notice that reactions inR * * need not be in the original network, nor be singletons, but that, by the construction ofC * * , they do need to originate at a sink of linkage class inL * . Sinceδ = 0, it follows by Theorem 3.1 thatÑ (B) and N (K) are steady state resolvable.
We now apply the mixed-integer linear programming algorithm presented in Section 5 of the main text. We set = 0.1,˜ =m − s = 10, and˜ * = 2. We initialize the relevant matrices as follows, where the notation is taken from the main text: 
where 
Application II: PFK-2/FBPase-Mechanism
Consider the PFK-2/FBPase-2 mechanism given in Figure 2 . This model is slightly modified from the one proposed by Dasgupta et al. in [1, 5] to include a reversible reaction pair C 3 C 4 corresponding to 0 X 3 . That is, our mechanism allows for inflow and outflow of Fructose 6-phosphate (F 6P ). We defer biochemical justification and analysis of this mechanism to [1, 5] .
The network in Figure 2 is not weakly reversible, has a seven-dimensional stoichiometric subspace (i.e. s = 7), and a deficiency of five (i.e. δ = 5). It is notable that, for some choices of reaction weights, the kinetic subspace may be smaller than the stoichiometric subspace as a result of there being two terminal strongly linked components in the fourth linkage class (see [2] ).
We now apply the computational algorithm of Section 5 of the main text. We set = 0.1,˜ =m − s = 2, and˜ * = 2, and initialize the relevant matrices as 6 A recurring network structure is the one contained in Figure 3 . It can be verified directly that the network structure is valid for all reaction-weights with the reaction-weights given in Table 1 . The translationÑ (B) is improper since both C 2 = X 2 and C 5 = X 2 + X 3 are translated toC 4 = X 2 + 2X 3 , and both C 9 = X 7 and C 13 = X 3 + X 7 are translated toC 8 = X 3 + X 7 . With the selection of kinetic complexes given in Figure 3 , we have that the source complexes C 5 = X 2 + X 3 and C 13 = X 3 + X 7 are not translated to the new network.
In order to see whether the corresponding monomials may be "resolved", we check Definition 3.5. We have that To construct the resolving complex setC R according to Definition 3.6, we first verify thatS I ⊆S K . For this example, we have that 
It follows that we may takeC R = {1, 2}. Notice that (8) In (a), we identify the improper complex setC I (pink) and the resolving complex setC R (blue). In (b), a computationally-determined network (S,C * ∪C * * ,R * ∪R * * ) withC * (pink),C * * (green),R * (solid red arrows), andR * * (dashed red arrows) identified. identities
That is, we may relate the untranslated monomials x 2 x 3 and x 3 x 7 to monomials which appear inÑ (B) (see Figure 3) . For this example, it is trivial to verify that the technical conditions of Lemma Table 1 : Reaction-weights for correspondence of N (B) andÑ (K) according to Definition 3.2.
6.1 and Theorem 3.1 are satisfied since the improper complex setC I = {4, 8} is contained entirely within a different linkage class ofÑ (B) than the resolving complex setC R = {1, 2} (see Figure 3(a) ). Specifically, the technical conditions of Lemma 6.1 are satisfied because there are no paths from complexes inC I to complexes inC R , and the technical conditions of Theorem 3.1 may be satisfied by choosingC * ∪C * * to coincide with the linkage class containingC I . A computationally-determined alternative way to satisfy the conditions, which requires fewer complexes, is given in Figure 3 (b). We may not, however, apply Lemma 6.1 or Theorem 3.1 directly to conclude steady state resolvability sinceδ = 2 forÑ (B). To guarantee steady-state resolvability, however, it is sufficient to guarantee that, at steady-state, the ratio x (ỹ K )2 /x (ỹ K )1 is a constant value. Since Ψ K (x) ∈ ker(Ỹ · A(B)) is a necessary and sufficient condition for steady state, we show thatC 1 andC 2 are both contained on the support of exactly one element of ker(Ỹ · A(B)). We have that It can be easily computed that the dimension of ker(Ỹ · A(B)) is four and that every vector which has support on the first and second component has the form t[b 4 ,b 3 , * , * , * , * , * , * , * , * , * ] Table 2 : Reaction-weights for steady state equivalence of N (K) andÑ (K).
for some t = 0. It follows that at every steady state we have
so that
Consequently, from (9) and the reaction-weights given in Table 1 , we have that at steady state x 2 x 3 = k 3 k 4 x 2 and x 3 x 7 = k 3 k 4 x 7 .
It follows that, if we choose (C K ) 4 = C 2 = X 2 and (C K ) 8 = C 9 = X 7 , we may relate the untranslated monomials x 2 x 3 and x 3 x 7 to x 2 and x 7 , respectively, with a rescaling of the corresponding reaction weight. The complete list of required rate constants is given in Table 2 . The generalized mass action system corresponding tõ N (K) is steady state equivalent to the mass action system corresponding to N (K).
Remark 2.1. It is worth noting that, although the mixed-integer linear programming algorithm requires numerical reaction-weights, it can inform subsequent symbolic analysis. In particular, even though the program only determines a reactionweighted translation for the given numerical parameter values, it was possible for this example to then verify that the translation works for all parameter values.
Remark 2.2. Despite the successful runs of the algorithm, numerical stability remains an issue. The 25 successful runs were produced from a sample of 27 runs. The two unsuccessful runs produced no feasible solution for the linear relaxation. The author suspects this is a result of the interplay between the chosen value of the parameter and the ranges of the stochastic parameters k[i] and v[i, j] (which depend on ). Tightening and simplifying the algorithm remains a significant priority moving forward.
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but not necessary for "resolving" untranslated monomials. Further exploration of when implicit equations of the form (15) may be obtained and solved to yield a chemically-meaningful reaction-weights for a translated chemical reaction network will be explored further in future work.
Remark 3.1. It can be checked that the non-chemical choice of reaction-weights
yields a polynomial system (13) which has the Gröbner basis
This is easily recognizable as corresponding to the steady state conditions (i) and (iii) for N (K). That is to say, we are able to recover all of the steady state information from the original mass action system by considering two different reactionweighted chemical reaction networks-one chemically feasible, and one not.
